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This paper reports on an unmodeled, all-sky search for gravitational waves from merging intermediate
mass black hole binaries (IMBHB). The search was performed on data from the second joint science run of
the LIGO and Virgo detectors (July 2009–October 2010) and was sensitive to IMBHBs with a range up to
∼200 Mpc, averaged over the possible sky positions and inclinations of the binaries with respect to the line
of sight. No significant candidate was found. Upper limits on the coalescence-rate density of nonspinning
IMBHBs with total masses between 100 and 450 M⊙ and mass ratios between 0.25 and 1 were placed by
combining this analysis with an analogous search performed on data from the first LIGO-Virgo joint
science run (November 2005–October 2007). The most stringent limit was set for systems consisting of two
88 M⊙ black holes and is equal to 0.12 Mpc−3 Myr−1 at the 90% confidence level. This paper also presents
the first estimate, for the case of an unmodeled analysis, of the impact on the search range of IMBHB spin
configurations: the visible volume for IMBHBs with nonspinning components is roughly doubled for a
population of IMBHBs with spins aligned with the binary’s orbital angular momentum and uniformly
distributed in the dimensionless spin parameter up to 0.8, whereas an analogous population with
antialigned spins decreases the visible volume by ∼20%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.122003 PACS numbers: 95.85.Sz, 04.80.Nn
I. INTRODUCTION
Intermediate mass black holes are thought to populate
the mass range between few tens of solar masses and
∼105 M⊙ [1]. Although no conclusive detections have
been made to date, intermediate mass black holes are very
intriguing astrophysical objects, with growing observa-
tional and theoretical evidence for their existence [1,2].
Their discovery would be a major breakthrough in our
understanding of massive black hole formation [3,4],
stellar-cluster evolution [5–10], and hyper/ultraluminous
x-ray sources [11–17]. Coalescing intermediate mass
black hole binaries (IMBHBs) are also the strongest
candidate gravitational-wave (GW) sources accessible
to ground-based interferometric detectors such as LIGO
and Virgo [18,19].
LIGO-Virgo black hole binary searches have focused on
the total-mass spectrum below ∼450 M⊙. The observation
of more massive systems is penalized by the steep increase
of the noise power limiting the detectors’ sensitivity at
frequencies below ∼40 Hz. The searches have been per-
formed mainly by matched-filtering the data with different
families of templates, representing various combinations of
the inspiral, merger, and ringdown portions of the wave-
form [20–26]. A further analysis, targeting systems more
massive than 50 M⊙ with ringdown-only templates, has
been recently performed in the latest LIGO-Virgo data [27].
Black hole binaries have also been searched for with
unmodeled methods. In this approach, developed to target
GWs shorter than a few seconds, only generic assumptions
are made on the signal properties, such as the time duration
and frequency range, and events are identified from energy
excess with respect to the noise level [28]. Unmodeled and
template-based methods share comparable sensitivity when
the portion of the signal emitted within the detectors’
bandwidth is well localized in the time-frequency domain.
At the sensitivity achieved by LIGO and Virgo in the past
years, this is the case for black hole binaries more massive
than ∼100 M⊙, as shown by a recent LIGO-Virgo study
comparing the performances of different black hole binary
search methodologies [29]. Finally, unmodeled methods
have the advantage of not requiring accurate knowledge of
the waveform, which helps when reliable models of the
targeted signal are not available. Work to develop accurate
analytical models of the waveforms including inspiral,
merger, and ringdown phases for systems with arbitrarily
spinning and precessing companions is still in progress
[30–34].
The first unmodeled search for IMBHBs was performed
with the coherent WaveBurst algorithm [35] on data
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collected during the fifth LIGO science run (S5, between
November 2005 and October 2007) and the first Virgo
science run (VSR1, between May and October 2007) [36].
No significant candidate was found, and upper limits on the
coalescence-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs were
calculated for systems with total masses between 100 and
450 M⊙ and mass ratios between 0.25 and 1.
This paper presents the extension of the unmodeled
S5-VSR1 IMBHB search to data collected between July
2009 and October 2010 during the sixth LIGO science run
(S6) and the second and third Virgo science run (VSR2 and
VSR3). The same search algorithm and statistical approach
are used as in [36], apart from the treatment of uncertainties
in upper limits which is discussed in Appendix A. To
estimate the sensitivity of unmodeled searches to light
IMBHBs, the astrophysical interpretation of the result was
extended to the total-mass range between 50 and 100 M⊙.
The tested IMBHB parameter space was also extended to
include companion spins aligned and antialigned with the
binary’s orbital angular momentum. We expect that the
unmodeled nature of the search would allow us to capture
precessing systems as well. However, we do not quote
upper limits for precessing systems as the sensitivity of the
search to GWs from such systems could not be measured
because of a lack of accurate waveform models.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II reports an
overview of the analysis, Sec. III presents the results of the
search, and the results are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
A. Data set
The LIGO and Virgo gravitational-wave detectors are
kilometer-scale, power-recycled Michelson interferometers
with orthogonal Fabry-Perot arms [18,19]. The LIGO
detectors are located at Livingston, Louisiana (L1), and
Hanford, Washington (H1). At the Hanford site, a second
interferometer (H2) was in operation until 2008 and thus
did not contribute to the S6-VSR2/3 science run. The Virgo
observatory is in Cascina, Italy (V1). The detectors are
currently undergoing upgrades to their advanced configu-
ration, see Sec. IV.
The LIGO-Virgo S6-VSR2/3 joint science run is conven-
tionally divided into four epochs: S6a-VSR2 (from July
2009 to September 2009), S6b-VSR2 (from September
2009 to January 2010), S6c (from January 2010 to June
2010) and S6d-VSR3 (from June 2010 to October 2010).
The Virgo observatory was not in operation during S6c and
only LIGO data is available. Due to maintenance and
upgrade work at the detectors, the sensitivities of the
instruments varied across the epochs.
The present analysis was performed with the two net-
works which preliminary studies showed to have the
highest sensitivity: the H1L1V1 and H1L1 configurations.
For comparison, the S5-VSR1 search was conducted
with the fourfold H1H2L1V1 and the threefold H1H2L1
configurations [36]. The H1L1 network was analyzed only
in times when V1 was not operating; we refer to this as the
exclusive H1L1 configuration.
To remove from the analysis data segments likely to be
significantly affected by nonstationary noise sources, the
data was selected based on data-quality vetoes [37–39]. A
combination of site activity and the absence of the fourth
detector available during S5-VSR1, H2, meant that a higher
rate of nonstationary noise events was observed during the
S6-VSR2/3 run.1 Therefore, a broader class of vetoes was
applied in this search than in the S5-VSR1 analysis. This
reduced the total H1L1V1 and exclusive H1L1 observation
time available after the application of the class of vetoes
used during the S5-VSR1 search by a further ∼20% and
∼8%, respectively. The total observation time analyzed for
this search is reported in Table I.
We also applied event-by-event vetoes based on instru-
mental and environmental measurements [40], with typical
duration < 1 s. This did not significantly reduce the
available observation time.
B. Data-analysis algorithm
The coherent WaveBurst algorithm was developed
within the LIGO and Virgo Collaborations for coherent,
unmodeled GW-burst searches in data from networks of
arbitrarily aligned detectors [35]. The search is conducted
on a time-frequency representation of the data [41]. A
constrained maximum-likelihood approach is used to
identify coherent network events from the time-frequency
regions with energy excess relative to the noise level and
assign them a number of coherent statistics [35,42,43]. The
constraints are introduced to suppress unphysical solutions.
For compact-binary searches, the reconstruction of ellip-
tically polarized events is enforced to improve the rejection
of noise events [44].
The reconstructed events are selected by applying cuts
on three major coherent statistics: the network correlation
coefficient (cc) and the network energy disbalance (λ),
TABLE I. The H1L1V1 and exclusive H1L1 observation time
analyzed for each of the S6-VSR2/3 epochs. The values denote
the observation times collected after the application of all vetoes
used in this search.
Observation time (days)
Epoch H1L1V1 H1L1
S6a-VSR2 9.0 1.6
S6b-VSR2 15.1 7.3
S6c - 48.2
S6d-VSR3 18.0 22.1
Total 42.1 79.2
1Due to the lack of signal constraints, unmodeled algorithms
are more efficient at rejecting noise events when the search is
conducted on large networks.
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which estimate the overall consistency of the events, and
the coherent network amplitude (η), which estimates the
event strength [35,36,44]. In this search, only events
reconstructed with cc > 0.7 and λ < 0.4 were considered
for further follow-up.
C. Background estimation
The background for this search was empirically esti-
mated by analyzing a few hundred independent time-
shifted data sets. Since noise is assumed to be uncorrelated
between sites, introducing relative time delays larger than
the GW travel time (≲30 ms between the LIGO and Virgo
facilities) is an effective way to generate an instance of the
accidental background. The effective H1L1V1 and H1L1
background livetime accumulated for each S6-VSR2/3
epoch is reported in Table II.
Considering a few hundreds time lags enabled an
estimate of the tails of the background distribution with
the precision of a few percent. This level of accuracy was
considered sufficient for an initial estimate of the false
alarm probability of the loudest observed events.
Additional time lags would have been analyzed had loud
GW candidates been identified and a more precise estimate
of the background tails had been required.
D. Search sensitivity
The search sensitivity is quoted as the visible volume for
IMBHB mergers. Its calculation relied on Monte Carlo
detection-efficiency studies. Simulated signals modeling
the gravitational radiation emitted by coalescing IMBHBs
were added via software to LIGO-Virgo data and searched
for with coherent WaveBurst.
Two waveform families were used: EOBNRv2 [45] and
IMRPhenomB [46]. The EOBNRv2 family models GWs
from binaries with nonspinning companions and was used
to combine the present analysis with the S5-VSR1 search,
whose sensitivity was assessed using this family [36]. Only
the dominant ðl; mÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ mode was used for both
searches. The IMRPhenomB family models companions
with spins aligned or antialigned with the binary’s orbital
angular momentum and was used to estimate the impact of
these spin configurations on search sensitivity.
The simulated signals were uniformly distributed over
the total-mass spectrum between 50 and 450 M⊙ and mass-
ratio range between 0.25 and 1. The IMRPhenomB wave-
forms were also uniformly distributed over the spin interval
½−0.8; 0.8, the recommended range of validity of
IMRPhenomB waveforms [46]. Here the spin interval is
expressed in terms of the dimensionless spin parameter
χ1;2 ¼ S1;2=m21;2, where S and m are the spin angular
momentum and the mass of the two binary components.
The uniform distributions in total mass, mass ratio and spin
were motivated by the lack of astrophysical constraints on
IMBHB parameters. The simulated signals were uniformly
distributed in volume, polarization angle and binary incli-
nation with respect to the line of sight. The results in the
following sections are averaged over the binary’s sky
position and orientation.
Following the approach used in the S5-VSR1 search
[36], for a given source population and threshold on η, the
visible volume Vvis was computed as a function of the
binary parameters as
Vvisðm1; m2; χ1; χ2; ηÞ ¼
X
ηi>η
1
ρi
¼
X
ηi>η
4πr2i
dNinj
dr ðriÞ
: ð1Þ
In the above formula, ρ denotes the number density of the
simulated signals, injected at distance r with radial density
dNinj=dr, and the sum runs over the set of injections
recovered with coherent network amplitude ηi above η. The
search sensitivity can be equivalently quoted in terms of
the search range, calculated as the radius of the sphere with
volume Vvis.
E. The false alarm rate density statistic
The S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 IMBHB searches were
combined using the false alarm rate density (FAD) statistic
[36,47], which is defined as
FADðηÞ ¼ 1
Tbkg
X
ηi>η
1
V¯visðηiÞ
: ð2Þ
Here Tbkg is the effective background livetime, V¯vis is Vvis
averaged over the investigated parameter space and the sum
runs over the background events with ηi > η. The FAD
statistic estimates the rate density of background events
above a given threshold. We rank events by FAD across
searches, referring to events with lower FAD values as
louder events.
When inverting Eq. (2) to obtain the η threshold
corresponding to a certain FAD, we chose the upper bound
on the range of η corresponding to this FAD. This
procedure allowed us to obtain a conservative lower
estimate of VvisðFADÞ.
The total time-volume product surveyed by the com-
bined searches was calculated as
TABLE II. The H1L1V1 and H1L1 background livetime
accumulated for each of the S6-VSR2/3 epochs. The search
background was estimated on the data segments passing all
vetoes used in this search.
Background livetime (years)
Epoch H1L1V1 H1L1
S6a-VSR2 9.1 8.4
S6b-VSR2 14.7 18.4
S6c - 39.4
S6d-VSR3 18.8 32.9
Total 42.6 99.1
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νðFADÞ ¼
X
k
Tobs;kVvis;kðFADÞ: ð3Þ
In the above equation, the sum runs over the searches and
Tobs;k and Vvis;k are the observation time and the visible
volume of the kth search, respectively. The mean number of
noise events expected within νðFADÞ is conservatively
overestimated as
μðFADÞ ¼ FAD × νðFADÞ: ð4Þ
The significance of GW candidates is set by the false
alarm probability (FAP), which is the probability of
observing N or more noise events with a FAD statistic
below threshold. For a Poisson distribution of background
events with mean μðFADÞ, the false alarm probability is
FAPðNÞ ¼ 1 −
XN−1
n¼0
½μðFADÞn
n!
e−μðFADÞ: ð5Þ
Following the definition of μðFADÞ in Eq. (4), the
estimated false alarm probability is designed to be a
conservative overestimate. Hereafter, we will refer to the
false alarm probability calculated setting N ¼ 1 in Eq. (5)
as single-event false alarm probability.
F. Uncertainties on the search range
Three sources of uncertainty on the search range were
considered. In order of relevance, these were: calibration
uncertainties of the LIGO and Virgo detectors, waveform
systematics and statistical errors.
Calibration uncertainties affect the GW strain recon-
structed at the detectors. During the S6-VSR2/3 science
run, the largest amplitude uncertainty was 19% at the L1
detector [48–50]. We conservatively assumed a calibration
induced uncertainty on the search range of 19% for each
detector and over the whole S6-VSR2/3 run. Any addi-
tional constant calibration uncertainty would potentially
affect the upper limits presented in this paper, though not
our statements of (non)detection.
Waveform systematics arise from the discrepancy
between the considered approximate waveform families
and the actual GW signature. The impact on this search
was estimated by comparing the optimal matched filter
signal-to-noise ratios obtained with EOBNRv2 waveforms
(SNRE) and with numerical models of the same sources
(SNRN). The comparison was based on the quantity
Δ ¼ SNRE − SNRN
SNRN
: ð6Þ
The Δ were found to vary within ½−8%; 14% over most of
the tested parameter space. To account for the waveform
systematics, the search ranges calculated with EOBNRv2
waveforms were rescaled upwards (downwards) by a factor
Δ in the regions of the parameter space where Δ was
negative (positive).
The statistical error originates from the finite number of
injections performed. This uncertainty on the search range
was calculated as in [36] and was ≲2% over most of the
investigated parameter space.
III. RESULTS
A. Loudest events
None of the events identified by the search (foreground
events) or groups of loudest N foreground events were
(a) (b)
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) H1L1V1 FAD background distributions as a function of η and reconstructed events (foreground). (b) H1L1
FAD background distributions as a function of η and reconstructed events (foreground). The horizontal line denotes the FAD threshold at
which the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 searches were combined. The threshold was determined by the loudest event identified by the
combined S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 analyses, which had been reconstructed in H1H2L1V1 S5-VSR1 data.
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significant enough to claim a GW detection. The fore-
ground events are shown in Fig. 1, together with the
H1L1V1 and H1L1 FAD background distributions. The
different V¯vis used to construct the FAD distributions were
calculated with EOBNRv2 waveforms.
The loudest foreground events, ranked by FAD, are
summarized in Table III. The first ranked event was
identified in H1L1 S6c data on March 1, 2010, at
16:40:33 UTC time and has a single-event false alarm
probability equal to 44%. The event in Table III with the
lowest single-event false alarm probability, equal to 35%,
was reconstructed in H1L1V1 S6d-VSR3 data and is the
fifth ranked event. It is not contradictory that louder
events could have higher single-event false alarm proba-
bilities: compared to the other events in Table III, the
considered H1L1V1 event was identified by a search
conducted with a different network and with a lower
collected observation time.
As a sanity check, follow-up analyses were performed
with coherent WaveBurst on the events in Table III. The
loudest event was further followed up with a Bayesian
parameter estimation algorithm, specifically developed for
compact binary systems [51]. The tests showed no evidence
for an event that stands out above the background.
As no GWs were detected, the main astrophysical result
was the calculation of combined S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3
upper limits on the coalescence-rate density of nonspinning
IMBHBs. These were calculated with the loudest event
statistic (see Sec. III D). The S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3
searches were therefore combined at the FAD threshold set
by the loudest event identified by the combined analyses.
This event, reconstructed by the S5-VSR1 search in
H1H2L1V1 data, had a FAD of 0.09 Mpc−3 Myr−1 [36].
Hereafter, this FAD value will be denoted as FAD*.
B. Search ranges
We calculated the search ranges corresponding to the
surveyed volumes as a function of the companion masses.
The calculation was based on simulation studies conducted
with EOBNRv2 waveforms at the η thresholds determined
by the FAD* value.
The H1L1V1 and H1L1 largest search ranges were
achieved during the S6d-VSR3 and S6c epochs, respec-
tively. The results are reported in Fig. 2. The H1L1V1
(H1L1) best search range was equal to ∼230 Mpc
(∼190 Mpc) and was calculated in the mass bin centered
at 88þ 88 M⊙ (63þ 63 M⊙). Over the other S6-VSR2/3
TABLE III. Loudest events reconstructed by the S6-VSR2/3 search. The events are ranked by the false alarm rate density (FAD) at
which they were identified. The false alarm probability (FAP) is calculated as single-event false alarm probability.
Rank FAD ðMpc−3 Myr−1Þ FAP Global positioning system time Network Epoch η
1 0.63 44% 951496848 H1L1 S6c 4.7
2 0.67 46% 947225014 H1L1 S6c 4.6
3 0.90 49% 966874796 H1L1 S6d-VSR3 4.0
4 0.90 49% 962561544 H1L1 S6d-VSR3 4.0
5 0.96 35% 971422542 H1L1V1 S6d-VSR3 3.6
(a) (b)
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) S6d-VSR3 H1L1V1 search ranges in Mpc as a function of the companion masses. (b) S6c H1L1 search
ranges in Mpc as a function of the companion masses. The ranges were calculated via simulation studies conducted with EOBNRv2
waveforms and are reported as color scales.
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epochs, the search ranges calculated in the most sensitive
mass bin were found to decrease by at most ∼30% for both
the H1L1V1 and H1L1 networks.
At the considered FAD threshold, the H1L1V1 and
H1L1 search ranges achieved during the S6c and
S6d-VSR3 epochs, i.e., over most of the accumulated
observation time, were comparable to those of the
S5-VSR1 search. The S5-VSR1 H1H2L1V1 and
H1H2L1 analyses were sensitive to merging IMBHBs
up to ∼240 and ∼190 Mpc, respectively [36].
The S6-VSR2/3 search range was also estimated over
the total-mass spectrum between 50 and 100 M⊙. This
region of the parameter space had not been considered
for the S5-VSR1 search. Over the whole S6-VSR2/3 run,
the H1L1V1 (H1L1) search range was found to vary
between ∼75 and ∼170 Mpc (∼70 and ∼140 Mpc) in this
mass range.
C. Impact of spins on the search range
The results in Sec. III B were calculated for nonspinning
black holes. However, observations suggest that black
holes could have significant spin [52,53]. The amount of
energy lost to GWs by coalescing binaries depends
crucially on the spins of the companions. Compared to
the case of nonspinning components, aligned (antialigned)
spin configurations increase (decrease) the energy released
by the system [54]. Monte Carlo simulation studies were
conducted with IMRPhenomB waveforms to estimate the
impact of aligned and antialigned companion spins on the
visible volume surveyed by the search.
An example of the impact of spins on the coherent
WaveBurst search ranges is shown in Fig. 3. The ranges are
expressed as a function of the binary total mass and of the
effective spin parameter χ, defined as
χ ¼ m1χ1 þm2χ2
m1 þm2
: ð7Þ
Note the increase of the search range for progressively
larger χ values at a given total mass. The results in Fig. 3
were calculated by averaging over the mass-ratio range
between 0.25 and 1. A different distribution of mass ratios
would not modify the general trend shown in the plot.
For a quantitative estimate of the impact of aligned and
antialigned spin configurations on the analysis, we com-
pared the V¯vis calculated for IMRPhenomB waveforms
with and without spins. The cases of aligned and anti-
aligned spins were tested separately as recent studies
suggest that aligned configurations could be more likely
[55]. Averaging over the aligned-spin range 0 < χ1;2 < 0.8,
the visible volume V¯vis was found to be roughly doubled
relative to V¯visðχ1;2 ¼ 0Þ. The visible volume V¯vis was
found to decrease by roughly −20% when averaging over
the antialigned spin range −0.8 < χ1;2 < 0. Finally, aver-
aging over the χ1;2 range from −0.8 to 0.8, the accessible
V¯vis increases by roughly 40%.
The values above are averaged over assumed uniform
spin distributions. However, the spins of intermediate mass
black holes may not be distributed uniformly in nature.
Relative to nonspinning binaries, sensitive volumes could
be more than tripled or less than halved by more extreme
aligned or antialigned distributions, respectively.
Aligned and antialigned spin configurations are only a
limited class of realistic scenarios. In general, misaligned
spin configurations are likely, and these will induce pre-
cession. The physics of two precessing black holes orbiting
each other in a strongly relativistic regime is challenging [56]
and dedicated waveforms are currently under development
[30–34]. The lack of reliable waveforms at the time of the
search made it impossible to estimate the search sensitivity to
precessing IMBHBs. Nevertheless, precession is not
expected to strongly affect the detection efficiency of this
search. This is a major advantage shared by unmodeled
strategies compared to matched filtering, which could be
significantly affected by differences between the targeted
GW signal and the considered template family.
D. Rate density upper limits
We placed frequentist upper limits on the coalescence-
rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs at the 90% confi-
dence level. The upper limits were calculated by combining
the S5-VSR1 H1H2L1V1 and H1H2L1 searches with the
S6-VSR2/3 H1L1V1 and H1L1 analyses. The calculation
was performed on the IMBHB parameter space common to
the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 searches. The upper limits
were set for each tested mass bin with the loudest event
statistic [57,58]:
R90% ¼
2.3
νðFADÞ : ð8Þ
FIG. 3 (color online). Search ranges in Mpc as a function of the
binary total mass and of the effective spin parameter χ, calculated
with IMRPhenomB waveforms on S6d-VSR3 H1L1V1 data. The
ranges were averaged over the mass-ratio interval between 0.25
and 1 and are reported as color scale.
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In the above equation, νðFADÞ is the total time-volume
product surveyed by the combined searches at the FAD
threshold of 0.09 Mpc−3Myr−1.
The upper limits were conservatively corrected to
account for the uncertainties on the search range described
in Sec. II F. The approach we followed to include the
uncertainties differs from the procedure considered for
the S5-VSR1 search and is discussed in Appendix A. The
combined upper limits are reported in Fig. 4. The tightest
constraint was placed on the mass bin centered at 88þ
88 M⊙ and is equal to 0.12 Mpc−3 Myr−1.
Astrophysical models suggest globular clusters (GC) as
suitable environments for hosting IMBHBs [59]. Assuming
a GC density of 3 GC Mpc−3 [60], we converted the best
upper limit to an astrophysical density of 40 GC−1Gyr−1.
The result is more than two orders of magnitude away from
0.1 GC−1 Gyr−1, the coalescence-rate density estimated by
assuming one IMBHB merger in each GC over the cluster
lifetime ð∼10 GyrÞ.
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper reported on the search for IMBHBs
conducted with the coherent WaveBurst algorithm over
data collected by the LIGO and Virgo gravitational-wave
detectors between July 2009 and October 2010 (S6-VSR2/3
science run). No candidate was identified. Upper limits on
the merger-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs were
placed by combining this search with an analogous
analysis performed on LIGO-Virgo data collected between
November 2005 and October 2007 (S5-VSR1 science run).
The most stringent upper limit was set for systems
consisting of two 88 M⊙ companions and is equal to
0.12 Mpc−3Myr−1 at the 90% confidence level.
Although the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 searches shared
comparable sensitivities, the S5-VSR1 analysis provided
the main contribution to the combined upper limits, mostly
due to the longer analyzed observation time. The combined
upper limits in Fig. 4 are comparable to the S5-VSR1 upper
limits in [36] in the most sensitive region of the parameter
space and less stringent at high total masses. This is
primarily due to the different procedure adopted to con-
servatively correct the upper limits for the uncertainties on
search range. Furthermore, the decrease in the sensitivity of
the LIGO instruments below ∼60 Hz between S5 and S6
reduced the range of the S6-VSR2/3 search for IMBHBs
with total mass ≳200 M⊙. These issues are discussed
further in Appendix A.
It is worth comparing the upper limits placed by this
analysis and by matched-filtering binary black hole
searches conducted on the same data. Due to the comple-
mentary total-mass ranges investigated with template-
based methods using full inspiral-merger-ringdown
waveforms and the unmodeled search described here
(below and above 100M⊙, respectively), we compare
the results set for systems consisting of two 50 M⊙
nonspinning companions. The upper limit reported in this
paper, 0.13Mpc−3Myr−1, is less stringent than the one
offered by the template-based analysis, 0.07 Mpc−3 Myr−1
[25]. This reflects the increasing power of matched-filtering
approaches to distinguish genuine GWs from noise when
multiple cycles of the waveform are present over a broad
frequency band. However, the comparison must be done
with caution due to a number of differences between the
two analyses, primarily the statistical approach to comput-
ing upper limits and the handling of uncertainties. Finally,
the analysis presented here searches over a wider parameter
space and is more robust against unmodeled features, such
as those arising from strongly precessing signals, which are
more likely to be rejected by the matched-filtering search.
Although the combined upper limits presented in this
paper do not challenge astrophysical models, the results we
report are currently the best constraint on the IMBHB
merger-rate density based on direct measurements.
Furthermore, the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 analyses pro-
vide a major benchmark for the IMBHB searches which
will be conducted with the second-generation ground-
based interferometric detectors.
The second-generation detectors are the upgraded LIGO
and Virgo observatories and the comparably sensitive
KAGRA interferometer [61–63]. This advanced class of
detectors, which will come online in a few years, is
expected to significantly increase the sensitivity achieved
during the past science runs and to extend the lower-
frequency end of the detector bandwidth from ∼40 Hz
down to ∼10 Hz [64]. Simulation studies suggest that
coherent WaveBurst analyses conducted with networks of
FIG. 4 (color online). 90%-confidence upper limits in
Mpc−3 Myr−1 on the merger-rate density of nonspinning
IMBHBs as a function of the companion masses. The values
were computed with EOBNRv2 waveforms and by combining
the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 searches. The result includes the
uncertainties on the search range discussed in Sec. II F. The color
scale expresses the upper limits as powers of 10.
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second-generation detectors could be sensitive to IMBHB
mergers up to the Gpc scale within the total-mass spectrum
below ∼1000 M⊙ [65]. Thus, second-generation detectors
may commence the era of IMBHB astronomy.
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APPENDIX: THE S5-VSR1 AND S6-VSR2/3
UPPER LIMITS
The upper limits in Fig. 4 were calculated by combining
the constraints set on S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 data. The
S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 upper limits were computed by
combining the H1H2L1V1 and H1H2L1 analyses and the
H1L1V1 and H1L1 searches, respectively. The S5-VSR1
and S6-VSR2/3 upper limits were both set with Eq. (8) and
via simulation studies conducted with EOBNRv2
waveforms.
The S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 upper limits, calculated
without accounting for the uncertainties on the search range
discussed in Sec. II F, are shown in Fig. 5. The S5-VSR2
upper limits are more stringent than the S6-VSR2/3 result
over the whole investigated parameter space. This was
mostly due to the longer observation time analyzed by
the S5-VSR1 search compared to the S6-VSR2/3 analysis
(∼0.82 and ∼0.33 yr, respectively [see [36] and Table I]),
the main origin of this difference relying on the longer
duration of the S5-VSR1 science run. Aside from the
shorter observation time, the lower relevance of the
S6-VSR2/3 search was also due to the fact that, during
the S6a-VSR2 and S6b-VSR2 epochs, i.e., during more
than half of the accumulated H1L1V1 observation time, the
threefold configuration showed lower sensitivity compared
(a) (b)
FIG. 5 (color online). (a) S5-VSR1 upper limits in Mpc−3 Myr−1 on the merger-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs as a function of
the companion masses. (b) S6-VSR2/3 upper limits in Mpc−3 Myr−1 on the merger-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs as a function of
the companion masses. The upper limits were calculated with EOBNRv2 waveforms and were not corrected to account for the
uncertainties on the search range. The color scale expresses the upper limits as powers of 10.
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to S6d-VSR3. This limited the time-volume product ν
collected by the H1L1V1 network. Above ∼200 M⊙, the
larger discrepancy between the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3
measures originated also from the hardware components
installed at the LIGO facilities after the end of the S5 run
[66]. The new components increased the LIGO sensitivity
over most of the sensitive band, but also introduced extra
noise sources at frequencies below ∼60 Hz.
To calculate conservative, combined upper limits, the
S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 constraints were corrected for
the uncertainties on the search range as follows. Hereafter,
we will denote the search range with Reff (for “effective
radius,” consistently with the notation used in [36]) and a
tilde will denote the observables rescaled to account for the
uncertainties.
First, the ~Reff were calculated. The S5-VSR1 ~Reff were
computed by rescaling the Reff by the overall uncertainty,
equal to 20% [36]. The overall S5-VSR1 uncertainty was
calculated by summing in quadrature the calibration, wave-
form and statistical uncertainties. The S6-VSR2/3 Reff were
adjusted to account for the waveform systematics as outlined
in Sec. II F, and subsequently rescaled by the sum in
quadrature of the calibration and statistical uncertainties.
Second, the S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 ~Vvis and ~ν were
calculated, starting from the ~Reff . The associated upper
limits, corrected for the uncertainties on Reff , were finally
computed as
~R90% ¼
2.3
~νðFADÞ : ðA1Þ
Here FAD is the FAD threshold at which the S5-VSR1 and
S6-VSR2/3 searches have been compared and combined
(see Sec. III A).
The separate S5-VSR1 and S6-VSR2/3 ~R90% are
shown in Fig. 6. Comparing the S5-VSR1 plot in
Fig. 6 to the combined upper limits reported in Fig. 4
shows that the S6-VSR2/3 contribution decreased
the best S5-VSR1 upper limit by ∼25% (from ∼0.16
to ∼0.12 Mpc−3 Myr−1).
The procedure adopted in this paper to conservatively
account for the uncertainties on the search sensitivity
differs from the approach followed for the S5-VSR1
analysis. For the S5-VSR1 analysis, the 20% uncertainty
on Reff was translated into an overall 60% uncertainty on
Vvis, which was included in the upper limit calculation by
rescaling Eq. (8) by the same amount:
~R90% ¼ 1.6 ×
2.3
νðFADÞ . ðA2Þ
This led to a less conservative upper limit (compare
the S5-VSR1 upper limits in [36] to the result in Fig. 6).
In the most sensitive mass bin, the S5-VSR1 upper
limit calculated with the procedure adopted in this
Appendix is larger (less stringent) by ∼20% compared
to the previous result (0.16 Mpc−3 Myr−1 rather than
0.13 Mpc−3Myr−1). The strategy followed for the
S5-VSR1 analysis and the formalism outlined in this
Appendix provide comparable results only in the case of
small fractional uncertainties δ on the Reff , when
1=ðνð1 − δÞ3Þ ≈ ð1þ 3δÞ=ν. Note that the ∼20% differ-
ence between the two S5-VSR1 procedures is compa-
rable to the ∼25% contribution to the combined upper
limits from the S6-VSR2/3 search. Thus, in the most
sensitive region of the parameter space, the combined
upper limits presented in this paper are comparable to
the S5-VSR1 upper limits reported in [36].
(a) (b)
FIG. 6 (color online). (a) S5-VSR1 upper limits in Mpc−3 Myr−1 on the merger-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs as a function of
the companion masses. (b) S6-VSR2/3 upper limits in Mpc−3 Myr−1 on the merger-rate density of nonspinning IMBHBs as a function of
the companion masses. The upper limits were calculated with EOBNRv2 waveforms and were corrected to account for the uncertainties
on the search range. The color scale expresses the upper limits as powers of 10.
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